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KŌDO AP CLOUD

Automate your accounts payable process with Kōdo AP Cloud, your cloud-based solution to 
simplify and provide visibility over your accounts payable process. 

Automatically capture invoice data and say goodbye to data entry

Automatically route invoices through for approval

Find what you are looking for fast and easily with Search and filters

The powerful Dashboard provides visibility of all invoice statuses of approval and any exceptions

Capture & extract Search

Having trouble managing the amount of invoices incoming each month?

Unable to work-from-home due to manual paper-based processes? 

Is it di�icult to find invoices and whether they have been approved or paid?

Kōdo AP Cloud is an Accounts Payable solution, here to help you say goodbye to these issues!



Want to find out more? Get in touch today

FEATURES

Route invoices for approvals

Invoices checked for errors by the validation engine

Vendor system data from your ERP

Allocate default Approvers to the Vendor for automatic routing

Automated invoice filing, just email it to us








100% invoice visibility Take a stand on sustainability

Size is no barrier Location is neither here nor there

All supplier invoices and their status in your AP process are visible to the business. So, there’s 
no need to try and remember who has what.

Say no to generating or handling mountains of paper invoices. Save entire forests and tick all 
the ‘green’ boxes.

Are you struggling to process the amount of incoming invoices each month? Kōdo AP Cloud is 
an a�ordable, but scalable solution. It can grow with your business.

Kōdo AP Cloud is cloud-based, it doesnt matter where your AP team or approvers are based, 
or what time zone they’re working in. All they need is an internet connection and a smart device.

Toshiba-business.com.au/Enterprise-So�ware/Digital-Transformation/
1300 794 202 

https://www.toshiba-business.com.au/Enterprise-Software/Digital-Transformation/
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Kōdo AP Cloud

Together Information is Toshiba’ s vision for how people and organisations 
create, record, share, manage and display ideas and data.

It is based on our belief that the most successful organisations are those

We make that possible through an integrated portfolio of industry-
specific solutions, all of which reflect Toshiba’ s commitment to
the future of the planet.

About Toshiba

Toshiba (Australia) Pty Limited is part of the globally operating 
Toshiba Tec Corporation, active in various high-tech industrial 
sectors. 

Toshiba is a leading provider of information technology, 
operating across multiple industries - ranging from retail, 
education and business services to hospitality and 
manufacturing. With headquarters in Japan and over 80 
subsidiaries worldwide, Toshiba Tec Corporation helps 
organisations transform the way they create, record, share, 
manage and display information. For more information please 
contact us:

TOSHIBA (Australia) Pty Limited
Building C, 12-24 Talavera Road,
North Ryde. 2113.  Australia
Tel: 1300 794 202

New Zealand
32 Lunn Avenue, Mt Wellington
Tel: 09 570 8530

www.toshiba-business.com.au 
www.toshiba-business.co.nz
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Contact your local Toshiba of�ce to see how
Kōdo AP Cloud and the rest of
Kōdo Business Suite can help your business.

Whilst we make every e�ort to provide the most up to date and accurate
information, specifications are subject to change without further notification.


